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Theory of electric-field-induced metal-insulator transition in doped manganites
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The insulator to metal transition~IMT ! induced by the application of an electric field in doped manganites
is investigated theoretically. Starting from the double-exchange mechanism with the long-range Coulomb
interaction included, we find that the electric field may suppress the charge ordering and drive the system from
the antiferromagnetic and charge-ordered state with an energy gap at the Fermi level to the ferromagnetic and
gapless state, resulting in the IMT. A numerical simulation is performed for manganite films with intrinsic
inhomogeneities, and an important impact of the inhomogeneities on this electric-field-induced transition is
obtained. Our results can naturally account for the recently observed electric-filed-induced IMT phenomenon
in manganites.
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The carrier-doped manganites with perovskite structu
R12xAxMnO3 ~where R and A are rare and alkaline-eart
ions, respectively! have attracted much attention maily du
to fruitful physical properties that they exhibit. One partic
lar and interesting property is the insulator to metal transit
~IMT ! observed in some narrow bandwidth manganit
which can be triggered by the variation of the dopin1

temperature,2 and the application of some external force
such as a magnetic field,3 a higher pressure,4 an exposure to
x rays5 or visible light,6 and even an electric field.7–12 In the
presence of magnetic field, the observed ‘‘colossal mag
toresistance’’ phenomenon can be understood qualitative
terms of the double-exchange~DE! mechanism: the strong
on-site Hund’s coupling aligns the spin of the extraeg elec-
tron on each Mn31 parallel to the coreliket2g spins so that
the transfer of this electron to the neighboring Mn41 site
depends on the relative configuration of the two neighbor
core spins, which can be affected by the magnetic field.
though the DE model provides a simple but natural expla
tion for the IMT induced by the magnetic field~or by the
pressure! via enhancing the effective electron hoppin
whether it can also account for the IMT induced by an el
tric field ~or light! is not so clear as there is no direct co
nection between the latter and the magnetic configuratio
the system. Furthermore, unlike the magnetic field and h
pressure which cause the whole sample to undergo the p
transition, it was reported experimentally that the applicat
of the electric field results in an IMT, where a nucleation
metallic patches that form one or more filamentary meta
paths may occur.6,7 According to Ref. 7 the ground state o
Pr12xCaxMnO3 with x50.3–0.5 is a charge-ordered antife
romagnetic~AF! insulator with the charge ordering~CO!
having the pattern similar to that at half doping (x50.5).
The application of a static electric field triggers the collap
of the low temperature, electrically insulating CO state to
metallic ferromagnetic~FM! state. After being switched into
the much lower-resistance state from the higher-resista
state at a threshold voltageVth in the increasing-voltage
scan, the resistance shows hysteretic behavior and the
turns to the original value before switching in the decreasi
voltage scan. This kind of switching effect, which~or a simi-
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lar one! was also observed by others,8–12 is very interesting
and may have potential applications in micro-electronics
nanoelectronics including high-density nonvolatile memo

So far, although many theoretically efforts have been
voted to the understanding of physical properties in dop
manganites including the magnetic-field-induced IMT, the
have been no sound theoretical studies on the electric-fi
induced IMT phenomenon and a satisfactory theory of t
transition is still awaited. Obviously, a profound understan
ing of this phenomenon not only is fundamental in phys
but also has an impact on real applications. In this work,
shall answer two important and key questions in detail:~i!
what is the origin of this IMT phenomenon? and~ii ! how it
occurs in realistic systems? Based on a well-accepted
Hamiltonian with the long-range Coulomb interaction a
the electric field included, we investigate the electric-fie
induced switching effect in manganites. Using a se
consistent mean-field approach to handle the effec
Hamiltonian that takes a part strong correlation into accou
it is found that the electric field can suppress the CO, a
even lead to the IMT via changing the magnetic configu
tion, driving the system from an AF and CO state to an F
and gapless state. Moreover, for realistic manganites w
intrinsic inhomogeneities, we make a numerical simulat
study on the electric-field-induced IMT. Our results can na
rally account for the experimentally observed IMT.

Based on the well-known extended DE Hamiltonian f
manganites13 and by including the long-range Coulomb in
teraction as well as the electric field, we may write the to
Hamiltonian as

H52t (
^ i j &s

~cis
† cj s1H.c.!2JH(

i
Si•si1U(

i
ni↑ni↓

1JAF(̂
i j &

Si•Sj1(
is

F•r inis

1 (
( i j )ss8

Vi j ~nis2n!~nj s82n!, ~1!

wherecis is the electron annihilation operator with spins
andsi5(ss8sss8cis

† cis8/2 with s as the Pauli matrices,Si

~treated classically,S51) is the local spin on each Mn sit
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. The calculated~a! energy per site,E,
and ~b! charge-ordering parameterd ~block sym-
bols! and energy gapD ~open symbols! vs u. The
circles, up triangles, down triangles, and squa
correspond toF50, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1, respec
tively.
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with JAF as the AF coupling between the two neare
neighboring Mn sites,r i is the dimensionless position of sit
i, nis5cis

† cis , Vi j 5V/ur i2r j u is the long-range Coulomb
interaction, andn is the average density of electrons.F
5eEa with E as the applied electric field anda the lattice
constant. Here we usêi j & and (i j ) to denote the neares
neighboring pairs and arbitrary pairs, respectively. In man
nites, the on-site repulsionU, the Hund’s couplingJH , and
the electronic hoppingt usually satisfy the relationU@JH
@t. For simplicity, we take theU→` limit, in which the
double occupancy of electrons at the same site is comple
forbidden. Meanwhile, due to the largeJH , the singly occu-
pied state with the electron spin being antiparallel to
local spin can exist only as a virtual process. In the proj
tion approximation, up to the second-order perturbation
effective Hamiltonian of Eq.~1! can be derived as13,14

He f f52t(̂
i j &

@cos~u i j /2!di
†dj1H.c.#

2(̂
i j &

t2sin2~u i j /2!

JH
~nihj1njhi !1(

i
F•r ini

1(
( i j )

Vi j ~ni2n!~nj2n!1JAF(̂
i j &

cosu i j , ~2!

wheredi is the electron operator that is fully polarized alo
the localized spin on the same site.u i j is the angle between
neighboring spins with the Berry phase in the hopping te
being neglected.15 ni5di

†di and hi512ni are number op-
erators of the particle and hole, respectively. A mean-fi
approximation is applied to the above equation by dec
pling the interactionninj→ni^nj&1^ni&nj2^ni&^nj& and re-
placing the spin part with their average values^cos(uij /2)&
5cos(u/2) and ^sin2(uij /2)&5sin2(u/2). Then the Hamil-
tonian reduces to

He f f52tcos~u/2!(̂
i j &

~di
†dj1dj

†di !

1(
i

@Vi~u,$^nj&%!1F•r i #ni1E0~u,$^nj&%!,

~3!
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where Vi5(d i
t2sin2(u/2)(122^nd i

&)/JH1( j Þ iVi j ^nj2n&,

with d i being the nearest neighbor of sitei, and E0 is the
energy constant from mean-field decoupling.

To study the stability of the insulating state, we diagon
ize Eq. ~3! in an L3L square lattice at half dopingn51/2
using the iteration self-consistently. The parameters are ta
to be JH56,JAF50.08, andV50.2, with t51 the unit of
energy, and the lattice sizeL530. By summing the energy o
the occupied electronic states together withE0, the total en-
ergy can be readily obtained and itsu dependence is plotted
in Fig. 1~a!. In the absence of the electric field,F5uFu50,
there are two local minima, one atu'0.4p and the other at
u5p. Their energies are rather close to each other, but
state atu5p has slightly lower energy, corresponding to
perfect AF configuration. In the presence of an electric fie
which is applied along thex direction, we also present th
total energy as a function ofu for F50.02,0.05, and 0.1. In
our calculation, we have chosen the center of the lattice
the origin of coordinates, where the potential due to the e
tric field is equal to zero. It can easily seen from curves
Fig. 1~a! that the lowest-energy state of the system is shif
to u'0.4p, atF50.05 and 0.1 which has a large compone
of the FM configuration. The local minimum atu'0.4p
implies that once the system is driven to this FM state by
electric field, it may still be quite stable after the electric fie
is reduced, especially at low temperatures. This featur
consistent with the hysteretic switching effect observed
experiments.7–11 We also find that for fixedu, a two-
sublattice type CO shows up from a self-consistent calcu
tion, and the order parameterd5( inie

iQ•r i/N, with Q
5(p,p) andN being the number of sites, is shown in Fi
1~b! by curves with block dots (F50), block up (F
50.02), and down (F50.05) triangles, and block square
(F50.1). At F50 and 0.02, the physical order parame
for CO corresponds to that atu5p where d'1 and the
system is a perfect Wigner crystal structure. When a str
electric field (F50.05 and 0.1) is applied, the physical ord
parameter is suppressed to almost zero atu'0.4p. The sup-
pression of the CO by the electric field is twofold: one is th
the electric field leads to a slope of potential energy in r
space which drives electrons move towards the direction
lower potential energy, as a feedback, the effective poten
1-2
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energy due to electron-electron interaction is altered, wh
further changes the charge distribution so that the CO
weakened. More important, in manganites, the degrees o
charge and magnetic configurations are closely couple
each other. From the second term in Eq.~2!, the effective AF
superexchange is favored by the charge-ordered config
tion, meanwhile the effective repulsion interaction respo
sible for the CO is also favored by the AF configuration,
that the reduction of the CO due to the electric field weak
the AF interaction, resulting in a change of the magne
configuration from AF to FM; such a change further su
presses the CO. So here we see interestingly that the ele
field can also change the magnetic configuration7,10 due to
the coupling between the charge and magnetic config
tions, just like what the magnetic field does. In Fig. 1~b!, the
suppression of the CO is mainly due to such a change of
magnetic configuration. The critical electrical fieldFc for
this AF and CO state to an FM state transition depends
the strength of the interactionV and the superexchangeJAF ,
and increases with the increase of them. AtV50.5, Fc
reaches about 0.05 and 0.2 forJAF50.05 and 0.08, respec
tively. It is worth mentioning that in the present calculatio
we have used a minimal model for manganites based on
DE, in which only the long-range Coulomb interaction
included. Both the long-range and short-range interaction
tribute to the CO, but in the presence of an external electr
field only the former can prevent the charge accumulation
regions of lower potential energy due to the field, that is
reason why the long-range interaction must be taken
account. Another parameter we are interested in is the en
gapD, which is defined as the difference between the ene
of lowest unoccupied~LU! and highest occupied~HO! single
electronic states. For our purpose of studying the stability
an insulator as well as the occurrence of the IMT when
electric field is applied, we need to examine whether or
there is an energy gap. The energy gapD as a function ofu
is shown in Fig. 1~b! by curves with open circles (F50),
open up (F50.02) and down (F50.05) triangles, and ope
squares (F50.1). WhenF50, the energy gap correspond
ing to the lowest-energy state atu5p has a large valueD
'0.9. After the application of a strong electric field atF
50.05 or 0.1,D is dramatically reduced to practically zero
u50.4p, indicating the occurrence of the IMT. It is foun
that this reduction ofD is related to two factors: one is th
suppression of the CO, the other is the different poten
energies of the HO and LU states due to the electric field.
observation of the wave functions of the HO and LU sta
~not shown here! reveals that both states are extended in
whole lattice for small and mediumu (u,0.7p), while for
largeu they are localized on sites with different electric p
tentials. In the latter case, since the states at the Fermi l
are localized, the system is always an insulator.

So far, we have clearly shown that the IMT can be
duced by the application of an electric field. Now let us ma
a rough estimation on the magnitude of the electric fi
required. From F5eauEu;0.01t and t;0.1 eV, and a
'4 Å, we estimate the electric fielduEu;105 V/cm. If such
a field is exerted uniformly on a manganite sample with ty
cal size of centimeter, the required voltage reaches 105 V,
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which is about two orders larger than that reported in Re
and may destroy the sample. To solve this puzzle, the int
sic inhomogeneity of manganites must be taken into acco
In usual samples, the bulk is not a uniform insulator or m
tallic state, instead, it consists of nanometer-size
micrometer-size clusters, with each cluster being in either
insulator or metallic state.16,17 Such an inhomogeneity is be
lieved to be caused by the phase separation~PS!, and the
mesoscopic scale of the PS domains is due to the long-ra
Coulomb interaction, which breaks the large clusters i
small ones to avoid a macroscopic charge accumulatio13

Since it is not the goal of the present work to investigate
mechanism of the formation of the clusters, we here, by
suming their existence, perform a numerical simulation o
square-lattice percolation model, in which a pair of neighb
ing sites are connected by a resistor. Initially, the resista
of a resistor can be eitherRL in the lower-resistance~LR!
state orRH(@RL) in the higher-resistance~HR! state, with
probability p and 12p, respectively. The justification o
such a resistor-network model has been made in literature18

Once a voltage is applied to the system, the resistance
resistor can switch fromRH to RL if the exerted bias voltage
exceeds the critical valueVc . For a given initial resistor
configuration, we first calculate the bias voltage on ea
single resistor. If there are simultaneously more than one
resistors whose bias voltages exceedVc , we switch the re-
sistor whose bias voltage is the largest. Then, since the w
voltage distribution is affected by this change, we repeat
above procedure until no HR resistor is under the bias v
age above~or on! Vc . By using this method, the threshol
voltageVth required to induce the IMT at a different conce
tration p is calculated and shown in Fig. 2~a!. Here and be-
low in this paragraph, IMT refers to the sharp drop of res
tance of the system, not necessarily the switch of all H
resistors, and the ‘‘Insulator’’ and ‘‘Metal’’ marked in Fig. 2
are distinguished by this sharp drop; they do not mean
all resistors are in HR and LR states. The simulation is p
formed in anM3M lattice forM5100 and 120,RL51 and
RH5106, and averaged over 40 resistor configurations. N
the percolation critical point aroundp50.5 in the HR side,
Vth is close toVc , which means that in this case there is
filamentary path connecting two electrodes in which all b
one resistors areRL . When a voltage is applied between th
electrodes, along this path almost the entire voltage dro
exerted on the only one HR resistor so that the critical va
Vc of this single resistor is also the threshold voltageVth of
the whole system. In general, for an initially fixed resist
configuration, if in a certain path the number of HR resisto
is NH , then a voltage aboveNHVc exerted on the two end
of this path is sufficient to switch all these HR resistors,
the upper limit ofVth is NH

minVc , whereNH
min is the mini-

mum of NH among all possible paths between electrod
Once the applied voltage exceedsVth , all the NH

min HR re-
sistors in the corresponding path are switched toRL and this
path is turned into a metallic one, leading to the IMT. Us
ally, NH

min is much less thanM and it decreases with th
increase ofp (NH

min is zero forp above the percolation criti-
cal point!, thereforeVth is much lower thanMVc , with the
1-3
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FIG. 2. ~a! The threshold voltage to induc
the IMT as a function of the concentration in th
percolation simulation in theM3M square lat-
tice for M5100 ~block symbols! and 120~open
symbols!, with average over 40 resistor configu
rations. In the inset,Vth is scaled to the lattice
size. ~b! A typical resistor configuration in a 16
316 lattice under a bias voltage 2Vc between the
top and bottom lines, solid lines between neig
boring sites representRL and dashed lines are
resistors switched fromRH to RL due to the elec-
tric field.
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latter as the threshold voltage required when the electric fi
is exerted uniformly on the system. A typical resistor co
figuration forM516 is shown in Fig. 2~b!, in which under a
bias voltage of 2Vc , two HR resistors are switched and th
IMT has occurred. So for doped manganites, one interes
difference between the application of a magnetic field a
that of an electric field is that the former is more unifor
while the latter is highly nonuniform due to the inhomog
neity of the sample, which results in a relatively small vo
age to induce the IMT. The actual magnitude ofVth depends
on bothVc and the concentrationp. Vc is related to the size
of the cluster: the smaller the size is, the smallerVc is, and
from the magnitude of electric field in Fig. 1 it is estimate
that for nanometer-size and micrometer-size clusters,Vc
should be in orders of 0.01 V and 10 V, respectively. T
concentration varies with the change of the composition
samples. That might be a reason whyVth can be in different
orders of magnitude for (La12yPry)0.7Ca0.3MnO3 at y51
d
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~Ref. 7! and 0.5:8 the concentration of metallic regions in th
latter is expected to be higher as La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 possesses
metallic properties.

To conclude, we have theoretically studied the electr
field-induced IMT in doped manganites. The transition c
be understood in the framework of the DE mechanism,
which the presence of an electric field can suppress
charge ordering and drive the system from the AF state w
an energy gap at the Fermi level to the FM and gapless s
triggering the IMT. The intrinsic inhomogeneity in manga
ites may also play an important role in the observed IM
phenomenon.
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